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Abstract. The enactment of zoning policy on Indonesia New Student Admission System requires schools
to accept students only from its zone. This condition needs management of school allocation to ensure the
facilities suffice the student distribution. Optimization of school location-allocation aims to obtain optimal
allocation such that the students travel cost is minimized. This problem can be modelled as p-median
problem, and it can be solved using metaheuristic approach. This study utilized genetic algorithm with two-
dimensional individual representation to solve junior school location-allocation problem in South Jakarta.
The results obtained by the proposed algorithm lowers 40.55% of student travel cost compared to the
previous allocation with assumption that students tend to choose favorite schools in the center of regency.
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1. Introduction
The government of Indonesia enacted a zoning policy on a New Student Admission System (Penerimaan

Peserta Didik Baru) (PPDB) starting at 2017. Based on zoning policy, students may only choose schools that
are in the same zone as their residence [1]. This regulation, beside encouraging equal distribution of
education quality, is also expected to reduce students travel cost. This could indirectly reduce congestion,
especially at school rush hour. The implementation of zoning policy to PPDB needs to be followed by the
management of student allocation to schools. A good school location-allocation management can encourage
optimality and prevent inefficiency use of facilities. Management of student allocation to schools could
provide an evaluation of the existing schools that have excess capacity or the existing schools that have the
potential to provide more services.

Students allocation to schools can be viewed as an optimization problem, which object to optimize the
number of students who can be served by schools, considering the constraints that apply [2]. In this case, the
constraints include the consideration of school and student’s residence lie in the same zone, the consideration
of number of school demand at each sub-district, and the consideration of students travel distance to school.
P-median problem is well-known approach to model the facility planning problems [3]. The p-median
problem is a model of locating p number of facilities to minimize the weighted average distance between
demand nodes and the selected facility [4]. On our school location-allocation problem, facility represents
schools while demand node represents urban villages.

Various approaches have been proposed over time to solve p-median problem which is known to be NP-
Hard problem. Heuristic approaches are commonly used to solve p-median problems in general [5,6,7]. In
optimization of school location-allocation problems, there are several studies that have been conducted with
various approaches. Teixeira’s study used a mixed integer linear programming approach and solved it using
XPRESS-MP solver to optimize the redeployment of secondary school network in Coimbra, Portugal [8].
Alifi’s research used ArcGIS Network Analyst tool to build location-allocation optimization model of junior
schools in Bandung, Indonesia [2].
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Although heuristics and integer programming are widely used in facility location research, meta-heuristic
approach is also considered as powerful method to solve p-median problems. Meta-heuristic is a higher-level
solution strategy that use certain trade off of randomization and local search to create a process capable of
escaping from local optima and performing a robust search of solution space [9]. Most meta-heuristic
algorithms came from the adaptation to nature-inspired behavior, such as Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarm
Optimization, Ant Colony Optimization, and Simulated Annealing. Metaheuristic does not guarantee that the
best solutions can be found, but it performs improvement at each iteration so that the algorithm tend to
converge to near-optimal value [9]. This research used genetic algorithm to solve p-median model of school
location-allocation problem. Specifically, this study aims to use genetic algorithm with two-dimensional
individual representation approach to solve school location-allocation problem in South Jakarta Junior Public
Schools.

2. Problem Formulation
There are 65 junior public schools spread across 65 urban villages in 10 sub-districts in South Jakarta

regency. In 2017, the demand for junior school in South Jakarta is 44,003. This value is calculated based on
the number of population aged 13-15 years in South Jakarta, taking into account 95.8% as school
participation rates and 58.21% as ratio of the population choosing public schools by 2016 [10].

Before zoning policy is enacted, students tend to choose favorite schools, causing less-favorite schools
difficult to attract more students. This has impact on unbalance distribution of education quality. In addition,
many students travel long distances to go to school because their home is far from their chosen school. This
could potentially increase the level of congestion on the road, especially during peak hours. If it is assumed
that students live in the center of urban villages, and favorite schools are located at the center of the regency,
travel cost can be formulated as follows.
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where
N represents number of urban villages
dj represents distance between center of urban village j to center of regency
Pj represents number of school demand in urban village j

Based on formula (1) and number of South Jakarta school demand in 2017, the travel cost of South
Jakarta junior student without zoning policy is about 222,857. This travel cost calculation takes the
assumption that each student chooses a favorite school located in the center of the regency. With the
enactment of zoning policy, students will be distributed to schools located relatively close from where they
live. Each school will receive allocation of students from the same zone. By knowing the distance between
schools and students’ residence, the calculation of travel cost in formula (1) can be modified as follows.
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where
M represents number of schools
N represents number of urban villages
aij represents number of students from urban village j allocated to school i
dij represents distance between center of urban village j to school i
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zij represents zoning status between school i and urban village j
zij = 1 if school i and urban village j are in the same zone, zij = 0 otherwise
Pj represents number of students (school demand) in urban village j

3. Methodology
Genetic algorithm (GA) was introduced by Holland in 1975 [11] and further described by Goldberd in

1989 [12]. GA is a stochastic metaheuristic search method inspired by natural selection process. It is widely
used as a robust and effective search method for many optimization problems. In GA, each solution is
represented by a chromosome. Each chromosome will go through the selection, crossover, and mutation
process for a number of iterations. At the end of iterations, the best chromosome will be chosen as solution
based on the calculation of fitness evaluation. The flow of GA is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Genetic algorithm process flow.

3.1. Individual Representation
This study used two-dimensional chromosome representation. A chromosome ck is encoded as M × N

matrix, where M represents the number of schools and N represents the number of urban villages. Each
element ck(i, j) represents the gene value located at (i; j), where 1 ≤ i ≤ M and 1 ≤ j ≤ N. The gene value
represents number of students at urban village j allocated to school i.

Table 1: Example of school allocation
Urban Village 1 Urban Village 2 Urban Village 3 Urban Village 4

School 1 40 20 10

School 2 50 10

School 3 20 25 15 40

Consider students from four urban villages that need to be allocated to three schools. Table I shows the
possible allocation arrangement, in which School 1 receives 40 students from Urban Village 1, 20 students
from Urban Village 3, and 10 students from Urban Village 3, School 2 receives 50 students from Urban
Village 2 and 10 students from Urban Village 3, and School 3 received 20 students from Urban Village 1, 25
students from Urban Village 2, 15 students from Urban Village 3, and 40 students from Urban Village 4.
Empty cell means there is no student allocation between the associated urban village and school. This might
be because the associated urban village and school lie in different zone. This allocation can be represented as
the following 3 × 4 matrix:
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In this study, constraint (3) is taken into consideration during the population initialization. Based on
constraint (3), all students in one urban village must be allocated to the associated schools. This means that
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in a chromosome matrix, the allocation summation of each column j must suffice the student population in
urban village j. The chromosome generation process is described as follows.

Step 1. Initialize M x N empty matrix.
Step 2. Pick a random column to generate.
Step 3. Exclude all rows in the column that do not have same-zone relationship.
Step 4. Randomly generate float value in range [0,1] to each row in the column such that the summation

of the column is 1. This will be the allocation portion value.
Step 5. For each row in the column, multiply the portion to the target value, in this case the number of

students in the associated urban village.
Step 6. Repeat the same process for the rest of matrix columns.

3.2. Fitness Evaluation
Fitness function of an individual represents its closeness to optimal solution [14]. In school location-

allocation problem, the solution we are trying to achieve is the optimal allocation that minimize students
travel cost. Based on this goal, our fitness evaluation below comes from the objective function.
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3.3. Selection
Selection is the process of randomly select individuals for reproduction [14]. The fitness value

determines the chance of individuals to be selected. There are several selection techniques commonly used in
GA: tournament selection, roulette wheel selection, rank-based selection, and stochastic universal selection.
In this study, we used the stochastic universal sampling (SUS) method proposed by Baker [15]. The basic
idea is to pick population sample at evenly spaced intervals using a single random value.

3.4. Crossover
Crossover operation involves the process of taking two individuals from population, then exchanging

some parts of the individuals (chromosomes) [16]. Some commonly used crossover techniques include one-
point crossover, multi-point crossover, uniform crossover, and substring crossover. Those techniques are
widely used in GA with string individual representation. In GA with two-dimensional individual
representation, the crossover operators should suffice the constraints that apply. Since this study applies
column constraint in which the sum of all matrix column should suffice a certain value, vertical crossover
can be utilized. In this study, we applied one-point vertical crossover. In vertical crossover, an M × N matrix
is divided into two parts at a point K, 1 ≤ K ≤ N, becomes M × K matrix and M × (N-K) matrix. The
crossover point is picked randomly.

3.5. Mutation
Mutation operation is used to maintain population diversity by changing the value of a random point of

an individual [16]. In GA with two-dimensional individual representation, mutation can occur at a random
point of a matrix. However, since our objective utilizes a column constraint, any changes in any random cell
of the matrix will affect the sum of specific column associated to the modified cell. Therefore, instead of
changing single cell, we modified all cells in a randomly chosen single column. The modification takes into
consideration the targeted value defined by column constraint.

4. Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm was implemented in Python on an Intel Core-i5 PC. It was run to solve junior

school location-allocation optimization problem in South Jakarta. There are 65 schools and 65 urban villages
in South Jakarta, hence the individual is represented in 65 × 65 matrix. Table II shows the summary of
experimental parameters and results.
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The GA program was run 50 times. That means there were 50 solutions obtained. We picked 30 as
population size and 5000 as number of maximum iterations for each running. This value is obtained after
running the program several times with several combinations of parameter values. Minimum average of
fitness values is obtained with this parameter combination. The average time for each run is about 104
seconds.

Table 2: Summary of experimental result
Number of running 50

Population size 30

Number of iterations 5000

Running time average 104.6630200005

Minimum fitness value 132,483.056787

Maximum fitness value 139,902.715935

Average fitness value 136,018.738254

Among 50 solutions, the minimum fitness value obtained is 132,483.056787, while the maximum fitness
value obtained is 139,902.715935. The average of all solutions is 136,018.738254. If we compare the travel
cost obtained with the assumption of no zoning policy as calculated in section 2, i.e. 222,857, and the the
minimum travel cost obtained through the proposed algorithm, i.e. 132,483, we obtained the total reduced
travel cost is 90,374 or 40.55%.

Table 3: Detailed school allocation for district of Cilandak

No School Name Allocation Current Capacity Difference Percentage

1 SMP NEGERI 37 571 768 197 25,65

2 SMP NEGERI 68 688 832 144 17,31

3 SMP NEGERI 85 575 768 193 25,13

4 SMP NEGERI 86 660 768 108 14,06

5 SMP NEGERI 96 1095 672 -423 -62,95

6 SMP NEGERI 226 371 768 397 51,69

If we look further into the detailed allocation, there are several recommendations that could be made. For
example, Table III shows the detailed school allocation for district of Cilandak based on the solution with
minimum fitness value. Based on that allocation, SMP Negeri 96 has lack of capacity, while the rest of the
schools has over-capacity. SMP Negeri 96 lacks of more than 50% of its current capacity, hence it is highly
recommended to add the capacity of SMP Negeri 96 or open a new school near SMP Negeri 96. Moreover,
SMP Negeri 226 has over-capacity more than 50% than its current capacity, hence it might indicate
inefficiency of facility usage.

5. Conclusion
In this study, genetic algorithm approach is developed to solve school location-allocation optimization

problem. Two-dimensional individual representation is utilized along with SUS selection, one-point
crossover, and column mutation method. Junior school location-allocation optimization problem in South
Jakarta is used as case study. The GA program was run for 50 times and the individual with minimum fitness
value was chosen as the optimum solution. The results show that the obtained solution lowers student travel
cost by 40.55% compared to previous allocation which assumed that students tend to choose favourite
schools located in the center of regency.

This study has not included consideration of current school capacity. This could be applied as
improvement for future studies. Moreover, different method for parameter tuning can be applied to the
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proposed GA to show its efficiency and applicability. Different metaheuristic or hybrid metaheuristic method
can also be examined and compared to the proposed GA.
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